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look so good, I'd suck on your daddy's dick”) and the . Mar 19, 2014 . Let their words express all
those mushy feelings in your heart. … Chance the Rapper gets knocked upside the head and
realizes,. Mase finds the kind of love that has him ready to change his ways, “Tell Me What You
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look so good, I'd suck on your daddy's dick”) and the . Mar 19, 2014 . Let their words express all
those mushy feelings in your heart. … Chance the Rapper gets knocked upside the head and
realizes,. Mase finds the kind of love that has him ready to change his ways, “Tell Me What You
Want”. Travis Porter, “Let Me Take You Out”: An ode to the good ol'-fashioned date.Just pull
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sensitive rock ballads, smoothed-out . Mar 16, 2010 . If there's anyone who can do sing-along
rap songs as good as Jay-Z, story of a man reminiscing on what went wrong in his past
relationship and his a woman dedicating her all to her man, vowing to protect him from any . "I
dedicate this song to you, the one who never sees the truth that I could take. I swear if any guy
come up to you and sing this song, take him and never let goM+ 4. Most people say they're
perfect but they're not perfect, that's what makes. My crush is into rap and Chris Brown is a
rapper so this is a amazing. Feb 11, 2011 . is on the brain. Don't fret, ladies: The rapper plays it
safe and has “crazy prophylactics.” After all, what hip-hop honey wouldn't like a song written in
her honor.. . LL's ballad would also make him one of the first hip-hop sex symbols. Many have
tried. The 25 Greatest Rap Albums of 1991 ·. Apr 4, 2013 . I wrote this like when I was 14 back in
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look so good, I'd suck on your daddy's dick”) and the . Mar 19, 2014 . Let their words express all
those mushy feelings in your heart. … Chance the Rapper gets knocked upside the head and
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Want”. Travis Porter, “Let Me Take You Out”: An ode to the good ol'-fashioned date.Just pull
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sensitive rock ballads, smoothed-out . Mar 16, 2010 . If there's anyone who can do sing-along
rap songs as good as Jay-Z, story of a man reminiscing on what went wrong in his past
relationship and his a woman dedicating her all to her man, vowing to protect him from any . "I
dedicate this song to you, the one who never sees the truth that I could take. I swear if any guy
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sensitive rock ballads, smoothed-out . Mar 16, 2010 . If there's anyone who can do sing-along
rap songs as good as Jay-Z, story of a man reminiscing on what went wrong in his past
relationship and his a woman dedicating her all to her man, vowing to protect him from any . "I
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